Introduction
Let G be a connected, simply connected solvable Lie group with Lie algebra 9. In [6] it was shown that for any normal representation no!G(cf. [11] ) there exists a continuous homomorphism / : G -> IR* such that n has a distribution ^-semicharacter. Moreover, it was shown that one can find a semi-invariant element u (with multiplier ^, say) in U(9c), the universal enveloping algebra of the complexification 9^ of 9, such that any normal representation K whose associated orbit of^? in 9' ( [10] , [11] ) is contained in a certain G-invariant Zariski open subset of 9', has a distribution ^-semicharacter f^ expressible by fn^)=^>(^(u * (p)) for (peC^G), ((> being the trace on the factor generated by n (here it is understood, in particular, that the right hand side is well defined). In [3] J.-Y. Charbonnel showed that for each normal representation n of G one can find a continuous homomorphism %: G -> R*. and an element MeU(9c) such that n has a distribution 5C-semicharacter /^ expressible as before: .^,x( < P) =( t ) ( 7l ( M * ( ?)) ^o r ^C^° (G) . Here u is not necessarily semi-invariant; however, dn(u) is semi-invariant, i. e. (4 Suppose now that G is exponential ( 1 ) (and therefore, in particular, of type I, cf. [2] ). In this paper we make a construction, depending only on the choice of a Jordan-Holder sequence for 9^, of a finite set of polynomial functions Q^0,y= 1, ..., n, on 9', a finite set of continuous homomorphisms ^;: G -> IR*, 7'=!, ..., n, and a finite set a,, 7=1, ..., n of positive, G-invariant analytic functions on 9 such that, setting 0,={^9'1 Q^)+0,Q,fe)=Oforfe</} we have: 3 solvable Lie groups (with the usual condition on the support of the function (p appearing in the formula analogous to (*), though; cf. e. g. [6] ).
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Preliminaries and formulation of Theorem
In sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 we introduce the notation necessary to formulate our Theorem in section 1.4.
1.1. -Let G be a connected, simply connected solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let fj,7'=0, ..., m, be a Jordan-Holder sequence in g<c» i. ^ a sequence of ideals such that f;=)f^_i and such that dim f,=/, 7=0, ..., m.
Let ^:Q-^C be the root associated with the irreducible g-module f//f,-i (i. e. adX(Z)=^.(X)Z(mod f^_i) for all Zef,, Xeg), and let A/. G -> C* be the continuous homomorphism with A^(exp X) =e^( x) for all Xeg. We have Ad(s)Z=A/s)Z (mod f,-i) for all Zefj, seG.
We let G act in 9' via the coadjoint representation. For ^eg' we have the skewsymmetric bilinearform Bg : 9 x g -> R given by Bg(X, Y)= < g, [X, Y] >, X, Yeg. The radical of Bg is equal to the Lie algebra gg of the stabilizer Gg ofg : 9g = {Xeg | Bg(X, Y) = 0 for all Yeg }. We let fig : g/gg x g/Qg -> R designate the symplectic form on g/gg arising from Bg by factorization. We extend g, Bg, etc. in the natural way to gc whenever convenient.
For ge^ we set f/^) = f^ + (gg)c, j = 0, ..., m. We then have a sequence of subalgebras:
9c=fmfe)= :) fm-lte)=^ ... ^fite^fo^^o and dim f/g)/f,-ife)=0 or =1. For ge^ we define Jg to be the set {l</^m| f/^)^.-i(^)}. LetZ^€fj\fj-i, y=l, ..., m. Then Zi, ..., Z^ is a basis in gc» ^d we have je J, o Z^f,_i+(^)c=f,-i(g).
If ge^ and Jg= {j\ < ... <^} we have 9c=y^f^fe)^ ... ^f^)^fote)=(9g)c.
In particular Z^, ..., Z^ is a basis for gc ("^odC^g)^ ^d rf=dim g/Qg. Set ^={Jg|geg'}, and for eeS, set Q^= [ge^ \Jg=e}. Then we have ^=[jee^e as a (finite) disjoint union. Since clearly J,g=Jg for seG, Qg is a G-invariant subset of 9'. and let P^(g) denote the Pfaffian of M^). If e = 0 we set M^(g) = 1, and P,(g} =1. The map g -> ?e(g) ls a complex valued polynomial function on 9', and Pg(g) depends only on the restriction of g to [9, g] . Pg has the property that P^g) 2 where CpC(Qg)^ we have a^==0 for u>p and app=A^(5~1), and
where A is the matrix [a^] ^p^-This shows that ^(sg) = 'AM^)A, and since det A^n^iA^r^A.Or 1 ) we find that
This ends the proof of the lemma. COROLLARY 1.1.2. -If ge^ then Q^(g)>0 and Qe(sg)= I A^(5) j'^ete) for all seG. For ee^ we set | e \ = the number of elements in e. We define a total ordering < on î n the following way: let e, e'^S. Then e < e' if and only if either | e \ > \ e' \ or d = | e \ = \ e' \ and, writing e = {j\ < ... <ja } .e' = {j\ < ... <ja} Jp <jp, where;? = min {| ^ r ^ d \j\ ^fr}. LEMMA 1.1.3. -Q,== Ueg'|Q^)=0 for e'<e and Qete)+0}.
proof. -If geQe we saw in Corollary -1.1.2 that Q^) =t= 0. If e' < e and | e' \ > \ e |, then, if e'= [j\ < ... <j[}, Z^, ..., Z^ are linearly dependent (mod (Qg)c), so M^(^) is singular, and therefore Q<,<^)=0. If |^|=|^'|, and 7i=/i, ...,7p=7p» J'p+i<Jp+i. then Z^^ef^+(9g)c, and therefore Z^,..., Z^^ are linearly dependent (mod(gg)c), and again Qe'fe)=0. This shows the lemma. Remark 1.1.4. -If 9 is nilpotent our definitions agree with those given by Pukanszky in [10] , p. 525 f. f., cf. also [8] . In [6] , section 4.2 a study of the completely solvable case was initiated.
1.2. -Recall the following facts: there exists an isomorphism © (the symmetrization map) between the complex vector space S(gc) (the symmetric algebra ofgj, and the complex vector space U(Qc) (the universal enveloping algebra of g<c)» characterized by the following We can identify S(gc) with Pole (9'), the complex vector space of complex valued polynomial functions on g'. IfMeU(g<c) we let P,, be the polynomial on 9' corresponding to G)~ l (u). The lemma above then says that ifZ is central in g^ and ifueU(gc), then Pzu=PzPu-For ee^, let u^ be the element in U(g) corresponding to the real valued polynomial function g -> ^Qg(g) on g'. Note that Ug actually is contained in U( [g, 9] ), since Qe(g) only depends on the restriction of g to [g, g] .
1.3. -If geg', the weights of gg in g/g^ are of the form ±^1, ..., ±p,d/2, where d= dim g/gg, and these weights [ij extend to linear forms, also called \ip on the ideal t=gg+ [g, g] in such a manner that they are zero on [g, g] (v. [4] , p. 248).
Following loc. cit. we set sin^X)/2)
for a complex linear form X on g, and define the function Po on t bŷ (^n^iW-ŵ here 0 = Gg is the G-orbit through g. This definition of Po does not depend on the choice of geO.
We set l_^-adX
JQ is a G-invariant analytic function on g, and if dX is a Lebesgue measure on g there exists a Haar measure ^ on G such that
If G is exponential we set for ee^, TO^n.eJS^X^Xeg. LEMMA 1.3.1. -(G exponential) Fg is a positive, G-invariant analytic function on g, extending Po for any G-orbit 0 contained in Qg.
Proof. -The function X -> S^(X) is a G-invariant analytic function on g, and since g is exponential ^<X)^[R\ {0 } for 'all Xeg, hence S^.(X)+0 for all Xeg. This shows that Fg is positive, G-invariant and analytic. Now an easy argument shows that Po(X)^0 for all Xel = gg + [g, g ] (see e. g. [4] , p. 264 top; again we use that g is exponential). Therefore PO(X)= i po(x) [ =n^i i w i -(n^i i s,,(x) HMI"^ i w 1 1 s_,,(x) i ^, and noting that ^ vanishes on [g, g] and that the weights of g^ in g/gg are precisely { ^ | g^ ..., X^ | gg} = { ±Hi | gg, ..., ±^/i I 9g}.
we get that Po(X)=F^(X) for Xef. This proves the lemma. REMARK 1.3.2. -Lemma 1.3.1 should be compared with [4] , section 4, p. 262-264. In the exponential case the result loc. cit. is that there exists a G-invariant Zariski open subset Q of 9' and a positive, G-invariant analytic function P on 9, such that for any G-orbit 0 contained in Q the restriction of P to l=9g+ [9, 9] , geO, is equal to Po. By Lemma 1.3.1 and Lemma 1.1.3 we can obtain this result by taking Q to be Og for the minimal element e in <?, and taking P to be Fg. In general the P from loc. cit. will be different from the one exhibited here. Incidentally, by refining the methods used here can give a complete solution to the problem raised, and partially solved, by Duflo, loc. cit., p. 263, mid. However, at present this will not be needed, so we shall postpone it to a later time. 2) The operator dn(Ue) is a selfadjoint, positive, invertible operator, semi-invariant under n with multiplier ^g (i. e. K(s)dn(Ue}K(s~l)==%e(s~l)dK(Ue)).
3) For any (peC^°(G) the operator n(Ue * (p) is traceclass.
4) The functional (p -> Tr {n(Ue * (p)) on C^°(G) is a non-zero, ^-semi-invariant distribution on G of positive type (a distribution semicharacter for n (with multiplier ^g)). 5) For any (peQ°(G) we have the formula
Here we use the notation vJ/(0= ^(X)e t<xfl> dX for v|/eQ°(9), !e9', where dX is the Lebesgue measure on 9 with the property that d^i(exp X)=7'G(X)dX, d\\. being a fixed Haar measure on G, and 7i(q>)= (p(s)7c (5)d|A(s) for (peL^G). JG REMARK 1.4.2. -In the formula (*) above we can instead of a^ use any C 00 -function a on 9 with the property that the restriction of a to I =9g-h [9, 9] , geO, is the same as the restriction of (Xg to f.
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REMARK 1.4.3. -It will follow from the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 that the distributions q> -> Tr (n(Ue * (p)) have a finite order not exceeding 2d+l, where d= \e\.
Proof of Theorem
Here we shall for brevity say that a Jordan-Holder sequence 9c=fm : = ) • • • ^^0= { 0 } is of class (b) if it has the property required in 1.4 (i. e. that f^+f^ 1 </^w-1, implies that f,-i=f,-i and f^=f^), cf. 
., L is of class (b)).
Now since Ag only depends on the Jordan-Holder sequence f^ and not on the basis Z. we can assume here that the Z'js are constructed in the following way: former, let X^eg^-i, <md set Zj=Xj. For_/er, pick Z^_ief,-i\f.,-2. Since f,_i+f,_i we have that Z,_ ief,\f,_ i. Set Z,= Z,_ i, and define X,_ i, X, by Z,=X,_ i + iX,. Then X,-1, X, is a basis for ^. (mod ^-2), and Xi, ..., X^ is a basis for 9. Let g^, ..., g^ be the basis dual to Xi, ..., X^.
Fix an element geO, and write e=Jg={j\ < ... <j^}. Set Di = {1 ^k^d \j\€V }, D^= {l^fe^L/^IJk+l^Jg}, Da= {l^k^|^I,A+leJ,},D4= {l^k^d\j\er }. Clearly {1, ..., d} =DiuD2uE>3uD4 as a disjoint union. Observe that if keD^ then clearly fe+leD^ Conversely, if keD^ then j=j\err^Jy and therefore j -leJg; in fact, if 7-1^, then Z,-ief,-24-(9g)c, that is, X,._i-fX/=(9,-2)c+(9g)o implying that X^.-i, X^.-2+9g; but then Zj=X^_i+fX^e(9^_2)c+(9g)c=fj-2+(9g)c and therefore y^Jg which is a contradiction. The conclusion of this is that 04= { k+11 keD3 }.
For yd, set Gg= {seG | sg=g (mod 9^-)}. Gg is a closed, connected subgroup with Lie algebra 9^= {Xe9 | XgeQf } (cf. [9] , p. 105, III). Clearly j -^ Qpjel, is a decreasing sequence of subalgebras with 9^=9 and 9^=9g.
Ifyel', then dim ^-1 /^=0 or =1, and 9g~1^9g if and only if jeJy Ifyel", then dim 9^-2 /9^=0, =1 or =2, and dim 9g~2/^==2 if and only ifyj-leJg, dim 9r 2 /^=l if and only ify-leJg, y^Jg.
(ii) The following is an adaptation of [9] , p. 102-106, II-III to the present situation:
For feeDi there exists an element Y^ in 9^" ^9^ such that Y^ is a coexponential basis to 9^ in 9^~1 and such that Y^=^(mod 9^), and for seG^ we have Ad (5)Yfc=A,,(5-^Y, (mod 9^).
For keD^ there exists an element Y^ in 9^~l\9^+ l such that Y^ is a coexponential basis to 9^+ l in 9^~1, and such that Y^=^(mod 9^+1) (to obtain this it can be necessary to change X^, X^+i in a way that only affects Z^, Z^+i by multiplying them by a factor of modulus one), and for seG^1 we have Ad(s)Yk=A^(s -l )Yfc(mod 9^+ l ) (so in particular A^(5~1) is real).
For keD3 there exists elements Y^, Y^+i in 9? -l W hl such that ^^J^d Qh+i\ k+l8=gj^A mod 9tk+i)» such that ^ ^+1 is a coexponential basis to 9^+ l in ^k~\ such that ^(Yfc)=^(Yfc+i)=0 and such that exp t^k exp rk+iYfc+i = exp (4Yk+4+iYk+i)(mod G^^1) = exp tfc+iYfc+i exp ^Y^mod G^1).
We shall compute the canonical measure Po in terms of the coordinates t=(t^ ..., ^). Let 0) be the canonical symplectic form on 0. Via the natural correspondence between 9/9g and the tangent space to 0 at g, ©g corresponds to Bg. p^qy; -Denote by o tlie inverse of the map (*). a is a global chart and We shall then find det A: for ueD^ we have that s^eGg", so Ad (5,7 ^ = A^Js^ (mod gg"), implying that ^uM=A^(5j, while a^=Q for M<I;. For ueDa we have
implying that a^=A^(sJ=| A^j(5j [, while ^u^O for M<I;. For ueD^ we have
implying that
while flut,=0 and ay+iy=0 for v>u-\-\. It follows that detA= ft |A,,(5j|-n |A^)| 2 .
ueDiuDi ueDa
Now for ueDa we have A,j5j=A,Jexpr,-nY,-n ... exp^) We consider S^: arguing like in [9] , p. 106 we find for fceDiuDa:
and for keD4 we find S^i, ..., ^)=(tk-i+^) Jl A,,(exp r^^+S^i, ..., ^-2, 0, ..., 0).
(v) For a real number n>0 we set M(n)= (l-hx 2 )"" 72^. We have 0<M(n)< +00 and M(n)< +00 if and only if n>l. t/IR LEMMA 2.1.4. -Let a, a, P be real numbers with a>Q, a=t=0, and let c, k be complex numbers with fc=|=0. We have
, , ^. 
t^Ds where C<,= | X^(Yd) | (| Re ^(Y<|) | )~1 (note that since Q is exponential the non-vanishing of \,.,(Y<|) implies the non-vanishing of Re (^(Y^)), and therefore
If ^(Y^)==0 a simple change in the argument shows that the same relation is valid withQ=l (cf. below).
Suppose next that deD^. Then S,,(ri, ..., ^)=(^-i+^) PI A^(exp ^Y^+S,^, ..., ^_2, 0, 0),
and therefore we find as above that
(here we have used that | A^ | = I A^_J and that
Applying the relation (**) in Lemma 2. 
Repeating these two methods of estimation on the new integral (*) or (=N= =ti=) we find that 2.2. -The purpose of this subsection is to prove Proposition 2.2.1 below. Let n be the nilradical of 9, and let N be the analytic subgroup corresponding to n. We have [9, g] Proof. -The proof is by induction on the dimension of 9. The proposition is clearly valid for dim 9 = 1 (in which case e = 0, and Q, = 1, u, = 1). Assume then that the proposition has been proved for all dimensions of 9 less than or equal to m -1, and that dim 9 = m. The case e=0 being trivial we can assume that 6?+0, and write e= {j\< ... <j^}.
Case (a): Suppose that there exists a non-trivial abelian ideal a in 9 such that g \ a=0. Let A be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to a. We have a en and setting 9 =9/a,n =n/o is the nilradical of 9. We set f^.+^c, O^m, and let c : 9 -> 9/0 denote the coset map. Then we have the diagram L^L-i^ ... ^fi^fo={o}, and dimjyf,_i=0 or =1. Set 1= { l</<m | f,^f,_i }, write 1= {i,< ... <^}, and set f,=^., l^j^m\ We then have a Jordan-Holder sequence in gc: This shows that the canonical image of u^ in U(cj) is precisely M^ (eU(n)). Now the representation 7i is trivial on A, so there exists an irreducible representation n of N=N/A such that 7i o (c | N) = TC, and the orbit of n is N/. But since geQ.^ we have dn(u^= Qg(i)I by the induction hypothesis, and therefore ^(Me)=^S(^e))=rf7c(M^)=Q^)I=Q^)I. This ends case (a).
Case (b): Suppose that we are not in case (a) and that ^ 4:0. Write Zi=Xi+fYi andseto=tRXi+RYi. Then o is an abelian ideal (of dimension 1 or 2), and g | o^O (since otherwise we would be in case (a)), and therefore < g, Z^ > + 0.
Since G is exponential we can write ^(X)=ai(X)(l+ffei), where oci is a real linear form on 9, and where fei is a real number. Set t)= ker ^i (= ker ai). I) is an ideal in 9 of codimension 1 with [9, g] cncl), so the nilradical of 1) is n. Clearly Ziel)c. Set p= min {1 </^m | Z^c }• ^ is welldefined and /? ^ 2. We observe that p^Jg = ^. In fact, suppose p^Jy Then Z^Efp-1 + (Qg)o and therefore 0+ <g, [Zp,fi]> = <Z^,fi> = <fp-ig,fi> = <g, [fp-i,fi]> =0, which is a contradiction. Also leJg, since otherwise Zie(9g)c, and therefore 0=<^, [9,fi] >=<g,fi>+0.
We also note that gg c: I), sinas otherwise 9 = 1) + gg and therefore 0=<g^,fi>==<^,fi>=l=0.
Set ^j=Zj for 1</^--1, tj=Zj+^+Cj+^Zp for p^j^m-1 and Z^=Zp. Here Cj, ^+1^7^m, is defined such that Zj+c,Zp6l)c. This is possible since CZp © t)c=9c-Clearly 2i, ..., 2^ is a basis in goSet f/=CZi © ... © CZj. For O^j^p-1 we have that f,=f^. For ^-1 ^j^m-1 we have f,©CZp=f/+i, hence f,=f, for O^'^-l, fj=fj+i^c for 7?-l</^m-l,
fm=9c-
From this it follows that fjj =0, ..., m, is a Jordan-Holder sequence for gc with f^ -1 = I)c. We claim it is of class (b). In fact, since fp-i=fpnl)c and fp-i=fp-i it follows that fp-i=fp-i» B^ from this it is immediate that the claim is true. We thus have a new diagram where the empty entries are 0, we haveZ^=E;LiC^Z^, and therefore M^Q^CM^QC, with e= 3y Now det C=( -1)", so det M^(Q= det Mg(f), and Qe(0= Q^(0, and therefore Ue = u^. The conclusion of this is then that we can assume that fw-i= t)c? and this assumption will be in effect from now on. We then have: Case (c): Suppose we are not in case (a) and (b) and that ^^O-Again we have <^, Zi > =1=0 and, moreover, Ti=fi (since fi is a central ideal in 90). We write [X, Z2]==X2(X)Z2+7(X)Zi, Xeg, where 7 is a (complex valued) linear form on 9. The linear form y has the form y(X) ==yi(X) + ^(X), where yi,y2 are real linear forms on 9. We extend \^ y to complex linear forms on 9^ svic^ ^at we have [Z,Z2:|=^2(Z)Z2+7(Z)Zi for Ze9c. We note the formula
for Z, We9c, which we get by a simple application of the Jacobi identity. Since G is exponential we can write 'k^(X)=^(X}(l+ik^\ where 03 is a real linear form on 9 and where k^ is a real number.
We then distinguish three subcases: (cl): rank (o^, yi, 72) =3. ^2): rank (o^, Vi, 72) =2 and (c3): rank (02, Yi, 72)= 1.
Case (cl): Set t)= ker 7in ker 72 (= ker 7 | 9). It follows from the formula (2.2.2) that I) is a subalgebra in 9, and its codimension is 2. We observe that Zel)c if and only if 7(Z)==0 and 7(Z)==0. Set l)o= ker ^ \ l)== ker 02 11)= ker adZ2 | 9. bo is an ideal in 9 of codimension 3. That l)o is an ideal in 9 follows from the fact that I)o= ker 70 ker ^^Q and by applying the formula (2.2.2).
Let m be the nilradical of t)o. Since l)o is an ideal we have that Tn=nnl;)o=nnt). Observe that dim n/m=2. In fact, pick Wdt)\I)o. Then we have that 
and therefore 7( [Z, WJ) = ^(W)7(Z). Choosing Z such that y(Z)=l, y(Z)=0
and Z' such that 7(Z')=0, 7(Z')==1 we get that
and this shows that [Z, W |, [Z', W] is a basis in He (mod me). We claim that f2+f2. In fact, we have [Z, Z2]=UZ)Z2+7(Z)Zi for all Ze9c, and therefore [Z, Z2]=^2(Z)Z2-l-7(Z)Zi. Since ^2 does not vanish on I)c we have that [t)o f2 ] = CZ2 and [t)c, f2 ]
•-= CZ^ Therefore, if f2 = f2, then CZ2 = GZ2, hence 7(Z) === 0 implies that 7(Z)=0, so l)c is the set of Ze9c such that 7(Z)=0, contradicting the fact that codimt)==2. We conclude that f2=l=f2» ^d therefore that fi=fi and f3=f3. In particular Z^i ' We have seen that Zi, Z^, Z2 span f3. Now since ^2(Z2)=0 we have that a2(Z2)==0, and this means that Case (ell): (i) It is our first aim to show that ^eU(mc), and that dno(u^)=Q^g)L We start by noting that we can assume that <g, Z^ > =0; in fact, if necessary replace Zb y Z2-cZi; this does not change e, Q^, etc. (it changes y=y^+fy2, though, but does not affect t)o and rank (03, yi, 72))-Set/?= min {1 </^m | Z^}. p is well-defined, and 4<p^m-1, since Zi, 73, Z3el)c, and since the codimension of ^ is 2. Set g= min { l</^m|Z^CZp © t)c }. q is well-defined and 5 <p +1 ^ ^ ^ m (so dim 9 > 6).
We first note 2, 3eJg. (Zp) . Now consider the linear map from Qc to C 2 given by Z -^ (y(Z), y(Z)). The kernel is t)c, so it is surjective since codim t) = 2. But Zp, Zq is a basis for gc (mod t)c), and we have just shown that the images of Zp and of Z, are linearly dependent; in fact, (y(Z,), y(2y)=a(y(Zp), y(Z^)). But this is a contradiction, and we conclude that ^eJg.
Define 2,=Z, for l</<p-l, Z,=Z^i+^+iZp for p^j^q-2 (empty if^=^+l), Z,=Z,+2+^+2Zp+fc^2ZJor^-1^7^m-2,Z^-i=^Zp+foZ,,Z^=^Zp+fc'Z,, wherê p+i» • •., ^g-i, ^+1, ..., a^, bq+^ ..., b^ has been picked such that Z^c, 1 </^m-2; this is possible since Qc=t)c © CZp © CZ^. The numbers a, fc, a', fc'eC has been selected suchAat afc'-a'fc=l, and such that <^, [Z,_i, Z^] Therefore, letting C= [^rs]i<r,s<d be the dxd-matrix:
1 .
• 1
where the empty entries are zero, we have ^=£{LiC,.,Z^, and I$[e(()='CMe(J)C, where 4' S&ME -TOME 17 -1984 -N" 1 iCUO is the matrix [B,(2^, ^,) and comparing with what we saw above we find for teg' with < /, Z^ > =0 and lo=l\t):
Let us now observe that the nilradical of 1) is m. In fact, since Z^et), ^-2 11) is a root for 1), and therefore the nilradical oft) is contained in l)o and consequently it is precisely m.
Write Z2=X2+fY2 and set 6=^X2 © HWz. Then b is an ideal in t), and g\b=0. Let c: t) -^ I)/b=t) be the coset map and define io^l)' by ^o °c==go.
We now claim that Me6U(m),i. e. that Qg only depends on its restriction to I) (and therefore to m). Assuming for a moment this claim to be true, we consider Qg as a polynomial function on I)' and get for To We have thus shown that <^o(uJ=Q^)I. This ends case (ell) (i), except for the fact that we have to prove the claim from above:
Proof of claim:
We shall prove that Qe(f) only depends on the restriction of (to I). If all Z;^., 3^r^d-2 belong to (t)o)c, then the result is clear (because I)o is an ideal). Suppose then that there exists 3 ^ r ^ d -2 such that Z;^(t)o)c5 and let p be the smallest such r. We then have t)c=C2;p © (t)o)c, and 9c=CZ;p © ker 02. Set Y,=Z^.+c,Z;p, r=l, ..., ri, where c^ is defined such thai: Y^e ker 002 for r 4= p, and where Cp = 0. We then have Y^e(^o)c for l^r^d-2, r+p, while Yp^o)c and Y<,, Yd-iekera2. We also have Define the following subsets of S^: 
S^^S^Uj^iS^.
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We then assert that P^=0 if aeS^. In fact, observe first that
Therefore, if P^+O and if a^S^ with e. g. a(p)=d, then a(l)=p, (r(2)=d-l, <J(d)=l, <J(d-l)=2, so aeS^. Similarly, if cr^S^ with o(p)=ri-l, then P^+0 => aeS^, etc. This shows our assertion.
We next assert that P(0=EjLi Z signaP,(0=0. To see this, define the permutaoeSi tions Ti, T2, ^3, ^4 in S^ by Ti== identity, 12(1)= p, T2 (2)
, all other elements left fixed. It is then immediate to verify that the map a -> a o ^.J= 1,2, 3,4, defines a bijection between S^ and S^, and since T; are even permutations we get P(0=Zaesy)SignaE^iP,^.(0. Now for aeSj^ we have
and a direct computation shows that
i=l,2,p, for all teg'. This shows that P=0, and therefore we have Qe(0=| Z signaP,(0|.
CTeS^>
But we clearly have that P^(l) only depends on the restriction of I to t) if oeS^, because all [Y^, Yo(r)], r==l, ..., d, then belong to 1) (we use here that I) is a subalgebra and that t)o is an ideal). This proves our claim and ends (i).
(ii) We now apply (i) to the same Jordan-Holder sequence f,, but to another basis Z^\f^-i (whereby l)o and therefore m are not changed), and we get similarly that dno ( We then assert that: aeS^ ==> P^=0. In fact, observe first that since:
[Y,_i,YJ+0 => ^=rfVr=p, and since: [Y^YJ+0 => r=rf-lV r=p we have:
Moreover, if r^ { p, ri-1, rf}, then: [Y,, Y^]4=0 => a(r}^d-l A a(r)=M, hence: This shows that P=0, and therefore we have Qe(0=|Eaes^signaP,(0|, and since Py (I) only depends on the restriction of I to I) when aeS^ we have proved our assertion. Now if m is the nilraxiical of t) it follows from the induction hypothesis that dno(u^)=Q^{go)^ and since d7io(W) = f < j&, W > , and ^=-WWi^o we get that
and this proves (i) in this case.
Suppose then that m is not the nilradical mi oft). Then m=t)onmi, and dim mi/m= 1. Setting Mi = exp mi we now face two possibilities (1) either KQ extends to an irreducible representation KQ of Mi or (2) indMfMi ^o =7I; o ls an irreducible representation of Mi. In the first case we obviously get as above that du^u^) = Qe(g)I, and therefore dn^u^= Q<j(g)I. Then n= mdp^r}^= i^NifN (^dpifNi 'Hi)= i^NiiN^i-Now noting that N1 is a normal subgroup in N and that clearly rf7ti(Ad(s)^)=Qe(^)I for 5eN, we can end this case just like case (ell) (ii). This ends case (cl2).
Case (c2): (i) Since fi =fi we can clearly assume that Zi =Xieg. A standard argument shows that ^2 mu st be a real root in this case, so ^ = 02. We claim that it is no loss of generality to assume that 72 ^O-I 11 fa^ 1^ a^ a^ b be real numbers, not all equal to zero, such that O^iYi+^Yi+^z. Then (a^ ^^(O, 0), since ^ =1=0, and we can assume that a\ + a\ == 1. Replacing T.^ by Z; =(^2 + ^'^i -fcz ! does not change Q^, and it is trivial to verify that [X, X'2]=5i2(X)Z2+y'i(X)Zi, where y'i==^2Yi-^iY2. This proves the claim. So, from now on we assume that Zi=Xi€9, y=yi, and writing Z2=X2+i'Y2 we then have [X,X2] ==5i2(X)X2+y(X)X, [X,Y2] ==?l2(X)Y2.
Set l)= ker y. It follows from the formula (2.2.2) that 1) is a subalgebra in g, and its codimension is 1. Set l)o = ker ^ 11) = ker ad Z2 | 9. t)o is an ideal in 9 of codimension 2.
Let m be the nilradical of l)o. Since t)o is an ideal we have that m=nnl)o=nnl). Observe that dim n/m=l. In fact, pick Wel)\l)o. We then have y([X, W])=^(W)Y(X) for Xeg. Choosing X such that y(X) == 1 we get that y( [X, W ]) = ^(W) =h 0, and this shows that [X, W] is a basis in n (mod m).
Set fo= f | rn==g \ m, and let KQ be the irreducible representation of M = exp m corresponding to Mfo.
(ii) We first show that i^eU(m), and that dno(u^)=Q^g)L We start by noting that we can assume that < g, X^ > ==0; in fact, if necessary replace X2 by X2-cXi; this does not change e, Qg, etc. (it will change y, t), though, but does not affect t)o, rank (02, Yi» 72) and the fact that ^^^OÂ [5] , [6] ). Observing finally that [A l n(^)}=n^Ue^^\ we have proved the theorem.
Examples
We shall give a few examples of the calculation of^, Q^, u^ ^ for an exponential solvable Lie algebra 9. If Zi, ..., Z^ is a Jordan-Holder basis for gc we denote by M(g), ^eg', the skewsymmetric mxm-matrix [<^, [Z,,Z,. ]> ]i^.^ and we write ^,= <^,Z,>. The matrices M^) are all submatrices of M(g). Note that Z==p^z^ belongs to (9g)c if and only if M(g)z=0, where z=(zi, ..., zj. We write ^= { ^ < ... <^ } .
3.1. -Let g be the five dimensional real solvable Lie algebra with the following nonvanishing brackets: [Xs.X^X^ [X^Xs^X; , , [X4, X2] =Xi. Then Xi, ...,X5 is a Jordan-Holder basis for 9, so 9 is completely solvable. We set Z,=X, and ^,= < g, X, > = ^ j= 1, ... ,5. 
